DISCLAIMER
The information provided in this program is not intended to be a
substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment.
We recommend consulting with your healthcare practitioner before
beginning the protocol to ensure it is a good tit and safe for you.

Hi There,
Congratulations on taking the first step in taking control of your health

and thank you for allowing me to join you on your journey.

The Energy Alignment Technique (EAT) has made a huge impact on my

life, and at almost 50 years old I can do things I never thought I'd be able
to do, with an abundance of energy.

So, if you're feeling zapped, unmotivated, and in need of a solution for

better health, more energy, and even weight loss, follow the EAT

framework and you'll be feeling 10 years younger in just a few weeks!
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The first video in my EAT Framework is all about chemicals and what

I've found through years of helping women is that most of us are just a

bit unaware of all of the harmful chemicals in the products we use that
are actually zapping our energy.

E.A.T I Part 1: Chemical TOXINS
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So that's where we'll begin our journey together. Understanding the
chemicals we're exposed to every day, and learning how to make
changes in our environment with the products we use, to increase energy
and live a heck of a lot longer and happier.
You're going to love these simple solutions for reducing stress, aligning
your energy into a high vibration, and attracting what you want
throughout your day...week... month...and year.
Here's to the new ENERGIZED you!
Let's get started with pillar# l: Chemical TOXINS
Here's your quick start CHEMICAL pillar checklist including some extra
info on each subject to give you the why behind the action step. When we
know the why, the information becomes more relevant and easier to
remember.
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1. FOOD
Additives in our foods zap our energy, create disease, and rob us of the
nutritional value our food is meant to provide. Major food companies

create strategies to keep us eating unhealthy foods and more and more of
them. This guide will help peel back the curtain and empower you to make
healthier decisions about what goes in, around and on your body.
Eat ORGANIC if possible:
Choosing organic isn't always accessible for many reasons (financially or
geographically for example). However, you get the most value from

choosing organic when you choose organic foods from the Dirty Dozen.

FOODS TO LIMIT OR AVOID ALL TOGETHER.
CHOOSE ORGANIC OPTIONS AND YOU CAN
ENJOY THEM WITH LITTLE CONCERN!

Strawberries

Spinach

Kale

Apples

Grapes

Peaches

Cherries

Pears

Tomatoes

Celery

Potatoes

Nectarines
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The Clean 15 are less of a threat on your energy and health if you choose
conventional.

These are fruits and veggies that you don't necessarily need to purchase
as organic.

I suggest taking a screenshot and keeping them on your phone for easy

reference at the grocery store.

FOODS THAT ARE LEAST CONTAMINATED AND CAN BE
NON-ORGANIC IF ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.

Avocados

Sweet Corn

Pineapple

Onions

Papaya

Cauliflower

Asparagus

Cantaloupes

Broccoli

Mushrooms

Cabbage

Kiwi

Eggplants

Frozen
Sweet Peas

Honeydew
Melon
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2. HYDRATION
Drink half our body weight in ounces of water daily. Exmple: if you
weigh 120 lbs drink 60 oz of water daily. That's the baseline if you are
NOT doing any activity. Drink up throughout the day! Filtered water is
best and avoid plastic bottles and even cans because of the lining.
Bonus Tip:
Adding fresh lemon to warm water
is an ancient practice. The acidity
of the lemon has it's own health
benefits. It aids digestion, helps
flush out toxins, boosts the immune
system, can help lower blood
pressure and boost energy. Proper
hydration also staves off hunger
sensations so it can help you from
binge snacking or eating.

3. DON'T SHOP HUNGRY
Shopping the perimeter of the grocery store is an easy hack. Go to fresh
and refrigerated not processed and Frankenfood.
It's not always easy to eliminate the things you love to eat. But, if you find
alternative substitutions that are healthier, now you're creating a habit.
When you try to go back to the unhealthy, chemical, preservative, flavor
boosted and GMO'd foods you'll really notice how artificial and unhealthy
they taste.
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Foods to substitute with healthy and clean options:

DON'T

DO
O

Beef: 100% grass fed

0

Traditional (feed lot)

0

Pork: Organic, heritage

0

Traditional

0

Fish: Wild

0

Farmed

0

Cooked Chicken or Beef

0

Lunch processed meats

O

Eggs: Pasture Raised

0

Cage raised

O

Fruits & Produce: Clean 15

0

Dirty Dozen

0

Oil: Olive, avocado, coconut

0

0

Butter: Grass fed

0

Margarine

0

Butter: Almond or nut

0

Peanut

Milk: Oat, almond, hemp, nut,
rice

0

Dairy, soy

0

0

Wheat, white

0

Grains: Ancient grains (better
if not in diet)

0

White rice

0

Breads: Organic, sourdough,
flax seed (better if not in diet)

0

White bread

0

0

White, cane sugar

0

Flour: Coconut, almond, casava

Sweetener: Stevia, monk sugar,
xylitol, erythritol, coconut sugar

Vegetable, canola, corn, sunflower,
palm, safflower
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4. ALCOHOL
If you love a fruity drink with an

umbrella, try a tequilla soda with lime
instead. Much better for your blood

sugar and the cleanest way to drink
hard liquor.

Dry farmed or natural wines are a

great replacement for traditional

wines. In fact, the grapes are grown
without irrigation, so the sugar

content is low. Look for alcohol

content below 13.5%.

5. SUPPLEMENTS
With so many supplements, it can be hard and confusing to choose the

right ones, and not those that are just gimmicks, so I have compiled a

list of the handful I suggest as a baseline foundation for great health
and energy.

VITAMIN D:
Cloud cover and lack of sunshine in
the winter season makes us
susceptible to the effects of low

Vitamin D.

Daily dosage is 50iu /lb of body

weight in the winter.
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VITAMINC:
• Great for the base layer of collagen
repair. It's also a powerful

antioxidant and immune system
support.

• 1000-300mg/ day

PROBIOTIC:
• Use after any antibiotics. You don't
need to take this all the time.

• Use in a 3-6 month period annually.

OMEGAs:
• Anti-inflammatory properties can
improve energy levels, brain
function, and gut health.
• 1500-3000 mg/day
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MULTIMINERAL
• Neurotransmitter support for brain
nervous system and

musculoskeletal health.
• Zinc 30-60 mg/ day
• Magnesium 400-600 mg/ day
• Helps reduce and prevent muscle cramps and supports the
immune system.

EAT your GREENS &/ or multivitamin (or juice them)
• Green leafy vegetables are high in
Vit B which is a natural immune

system booster.

• Apples, broccoli, celery, and carrots
are packed with vitamin Band C in
particular.

• Consuming garlic daily (in food, raw or supplement form) helps of lower
cholesterol levels because of the antioxidant properties of Allicin.

• Immensely beneficial for blood pressure and blood sugar regulation.
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6. SLEEP
Turn off your wifi and cell service at
nig ht. The frequencies are harmful
so take a break and move your phone
away from your nightstand or put it
on airplane mode.
Florescent lighting zaps energy &
should be replaced with full
spectrum or LED.
Sleep health...a BIG component of ENERGY....being efficient and effective
with your sleep time and habits is in our pillar #3 with PHYSICAL
accompanying PDF.

7. HEALTH & BEAUTY PRODUCTS
When I could barely get out of bed or even slice an apple for my kids
lunches, I needed to figure out what product was zapping my energy,
adding to the toxic load, and what I could replace it with. I started with
swapping out antiperspirant with deodorant.
Now my entire family uses natural deodorant .. .it's never too early or too
late to start. These clean beauty products work just as well or better than
the conventional brands. Girls, I promise you when I say this.... these are
sooooo much better for our wellness... whole body and brain health! You
can check out Amazon or Sephora for organic and clean products.
To make it even easier I have my favorites in a simple curated Amazon
shopping list. There is such a wide range, and they don't even have to cost
you more money than the fancy department store brands.
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Get CLEAN products and check out your self-care and cleaning products
in these categories:

0
0

Haircare

0
0

Skincare

Makeup

Sunscreen

0
0

Soaps

0

Deodorant instead of

0

Detergent

antiperspirant (harmful aluminum)
Water tilter in your shower

AVOID products containing:
Body
0

Triclocarbon (bar soap)

0

Triclosan (liquid soap)

0

Retinyl palmitate or retinal in daytime (moisturizer)

Teeth

0

Triclosan in toothpaste
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Lips
0

Retinyl palmitate or retinal

Nails
0
0

Toluene

0

Dibutyl phtyalate (DBP)

Formaldehyde or formalin

Hair
0
0

PEG, celeareth and polyethylene

0

DMDM hydantoin

Parabens: propyl, isopropyl, putyl, isobutyl

Sunscreen:
0

SPF over 50

0

Aerosol sprays

0

Oxybenzone

0

Insect repellent
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Sunscreen tips:
0
0
0

Stay out of direct sun between noon - 2pm
Zinc is the best active ingredient
3% Avobenzon (2nd best)

Period products:
0

Check out Iola.com

0

All natural tampons with no harsh chemicals

0

Products with "fragrance" listed in the ingredients (DMDM hydantoin,
Diazolidinyl & lmidazolidinyl urea, Ceteareth, PEG & polyethelene)

Get your free detailed guide www.ewg.org/ skindeep
Household cleaning products replace with green cleaning produc ts. Get
your free guide at www.ewg.org/ guides/ cleaners
Skip the cleaning products containing ammonia, EDRA, ethanolamine and
alkonolmide surfactants, glycols, glycol esters and esters, isothiazolinones,
optical brighteners, per and polyfluorinated compounds, or PFAS,
petroleum distillers, phosphates, phosphonates, polyacrylates.

8. COOKWARE
Did you know what you cook and keep your food in can make a huge
difference in your toxicity levels? Studies show that cooking with the wrong
non-stick and aluminum cookware can leech harmful chemicals into your
food. Same thing with plastic storage. It's best to use glass instead of
plastic for food containers.
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Cookware: replace with ceramic or
non-stick but without the Teflon. I like the
GreenPan brand. You can also use cast
iron like a Lodge brand.

9. START GOOD HABITS EARLY
There are lots of better breakfasts than sugary cereal! I had
undiagnosed Lyme disease for 20 years and really struggled. Looking
back, I know exactly when I was bitten by a tick and misdiagnosed as a
spider bite. I couldn't walk without vertigo and assistance for 2 weeks.
I took matters into my own hands and
started down the path of "managing my
resources". My suffering lead to me
trying anything and everything that
could possibly help from an outside in
perspective. All of these small steps, I
have personally taken, and they've led to
big changes.
If you have kids, now is a great time to get them into a habit of healthy
eating. When they're young they can't eat what you don't put in your
kitchen. You're giving them a lifelong tool and are investing in their health
(and yours).
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Morning Energy Elixir:
A favorite morning routine in my house is to jumpstart our day (me and
my husband) with bulletproof coffee. It gives your brain and body an
energy boost that will take you all the way through to a late lunch without
feeling that caffeine high followed by the crash.
This is a form of intermittent fasting! Reminder to use a highquality organic coffee. Our favorite is Purity Coffee https://
puritycoffee.com/energize. Delicious and it's tested to be mold and
pesticide free.

G

2 shots of organic espresso and 16 oz of water

G
G
G

or l cup of organic drip coffee
l Tbsp grass fed butter
l Tbsp MCT oil

Check out my YouTube channel for the short bulletproof coffee demo
video https://www.youtube.com

10. EASY MEAL TIME
Meal prep delivery services are not as expensive as they seem at first
glance. Think about the price of gas getting to the store, and the extra
ingredients you are left with. The meal prep ingredients are perfectly
proportioned so there is no waste. It takes the mental bandwidth out
of choosing a healthy meal and making sure you have all the ingredients
on hand. It's also taught me how to be a better cook. You can even choose
l order per month and there are often introductory deals so you can try
several different meal prep delivery services.
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G

My favorite is https://www.greenchef.com/

G

There are other non organic less expensive options as well like
https://www.homechef.com for as little as $6.99 per serving

I also love to order my groceries online

for the time and $ savings. lnstacart is
my go to https://inst.cr/t/

NkFPUTFFMTAy . It even keeps my past

purchases, so it gets the job done even
faster. It also keeps me from buying

random unhealthy snack food because
it's a lot less emotional and there are

no smells or displays to suck me in.

By now you should have a better understanding and new awareness

around the things you put in, on, and around your body.

This knowledge is huge, and the most important piece because you
cannot make changes until you are aware of them first.

Now here's the thing, it's very easy to say "that's too hard", or "I am

confused", and I get it, I used to feel anxious too when learning all about the
chemicals that were wreaking havoc in my life.

But what I can tell you is a few changes can go a long way, and they are so

worth it!

So I put together a quick summary of first things first, so you can get

started with ease. In fact, if you print these out, and stick them on your
fridge so you'll be forced to remember them.
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SIMPLE QUICK START: These are listed in order of importance and best
return on your health investment:

#1 Hydration status
Log your water intake daily (1/2 your body weight in ounces)
replace sodas and fruit juice with sparkling water (Lacroix etc) or
water with lemon

#2 Grocery Shopping
Shop the perimeter of the store
Don't shop hungry
� Online shopping: you buy less when not making emotional and quick
decisions in the store saving time & money
Favorite is lnstacart https://www.instacart.com/store
� $99/ year subscription and LOTS of stores

DON'T
O

Beef: 100% grass fed

0

Traditional (feed lot)

0

Pork: Organic, heritage

0

Traditional

0

Fish: Wild

0

Farmed

0

Cooked chicken or beef

0

Lunch processed meats

O

Eggs: Pasture raised

0

Cage raised
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O

Fruits & Produce: Clean 15

0

O

Oil: Olive, avocado, coconut

0

0

Butter: Grass fed

0

Margarine

0

Butter: Almond or nut

0

Peanut

Milk: Oat, almond, hemp, nut,
rice

0

Dairy, soy

0

0

Wheat, white

Grains: Ancient (better if not in
diet)

0

White rice

0

Breads: Organic, sourdough,

0

White bread

0

Sweetner: Stevia, monk sugar,

0

White, cane sugar

0

Flour: Coconut, almond, casava

0

flax seed (better if not in diet)
xylitol, erythritol, coconut sugar

Dirty Dozen

Vegetable, canola, corn,
sunflower, palm, safflower

� Try a Meal Kit delivery where you can eat organic and choose
your Keto+Paleo, Mediterranean, Fast & Fit, Vegan, Vegetarian,
and Gluten-Free to suit your lifestyle needs.
https://www.greenchef.com/ Green chef is my favorite because
its organic. It if isn't in your budget there are great alternatives like
https://www.homechef.com/
� Most have a great introductory offer so you can try multiple
companies!
Try a smoothie delivery kit....so easy and quick with raw ingredients.
https://www.daily- harvest.com/ Add your preferred "milk"
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#3 Supplements for wellness (all are a necessity)
✓ Vit D
✓ VitC
✓ Omegas
✓ Multimineral (zinc & magnesium)
✓ Multivitamin or greens

#4 Airplane mode at night with WIFI off
✓ Replace fluorescents with LED or incandescent full spectrum
Salt Lamp next to Computer
Grounding mat under mattress, keyboard or feet

# 5Alcohol
✓ Natural/ dry farmed wines https:/ /www.dryfarmwines.com/practices
Choose organic, low alcohol and no sugar wines
Cleanest hard liquor is tequila

#6 Toothpaste - choose fluoride free
✓ Great alternative:
https://www.doterra.com/us/en (this is our family's favorite)

#7 Check skincare & makeup for harmful chemicals
✓ Sephora.com & Amazon have LOTS of clean products.
Clean alternatives:
✓ https://www.honest.com/
✓ https://www.annmariegianni.com/
✓ https://iliabeauty.com/
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✓ https://www.beautycounter.com/
✓ https://www.nativecos.com/ (fave deodorant)

Check haircare for harmful chemicals
✓ Clean alternatives:
✓ https://www.livingproof.com/

Check cleaning products for harmful chemicals
✓ Clean alternatives:
✓ https://www.honest.com
✓ https://branchbasics.com/
https://www.grove.co/
✓ Wide range of products and brands. Clean essential oils instead of air
fresheners
✓ https://www.doterra.com/us/en
I'm super excited for you, and while I know this can seem overwhelming,
you will slowly get the hang of it. It's like learning anything for the first time,
the more you do it, the easier it becomes.
I want you to get started immediately, and you may be thinking, what are
the three most important things to focus on first?
Well, here they are, and if you ONLY did these few things for the next 7-10
days as you get acclimated with your new framework, just these alone will
have a huge impact on your overall well-being.
Don't try to over complicate health, because your gut never lies.
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Start here to minimize toxicity:

#1
#2
#3

Drink clean purified WATER daily: minimum drink½ your body

weight in oz

Grocery shop: the perimeter & change your shopping & food

consumption habits (or online shop the same items)

Replace your beauty products with CLEAN beauty products as yours
they run out...or take the plunge and replace them now.
Ditch the antiperspirant for deoderant

Just the above few things will drastically improve your energy and

well-being, and put you on a path to success.

Don't try to do too much too fast, otherwise none of it will stick. Plus we
have a couple more pieces to this framework to go through over the next

couple of days.

Even if you took just one thing from each of the pillars and implemented it,

you'd see significant changes, and start feeling so much better.

So let's focus on the quality of the change, not the quantity of them.
And remember, you can drop me a message anytime, I'm on lnstagram,

YouTube, and Facebook, and would love to hear from you.
https://www.instagram.com/drleahmeadows/

I so look forward to connecting and remember to be on the lookout for the

second video tomorrow, it will be in your inbox first thing, and we will be
talking about Emotions (it's a little different than you think).
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See you soon! To Your Health,
Dr. Leah Meadows
Additional Resources&. My Personal Favorites:
You may have your favorite places to shop, however, I always get asked

about where to find certain health&. wellness products that I use so I

wanted to give you a list of resources&. products I use and have fallen in
love with.

Here's a link to all the things I love and use myself. Over the years I have

invested a lot of time to find the best, highest quality items, and if you'd like,
here's my curated list of those things.

https://www.amazon.com/shop/drleahmeadows
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